Subject: Startling Info about our Food – Free Report on
Starvation – History Repeats Itself

A FOOD SHORTAGE IN YOUR LIFETIME?
There are some surprising facts that every single American should be aware of. Here are just
a few from the groundbreaking newsletter, WARNING SIGNS THAT TRIGGERED THE
DEADLIEST FAMINES IN HISTORY.
•
•
•
•
•
•

No country is immune from Famine
Our foods are less nutritious
We are being manipulated by our leaders
Our food is not safe anymore
One huge disaster or act of terrorism and we are SOL
To what length will you go to feed your family

Do not assume that your food pantry and kitchen cabinets will always be
full of the foods that you and your family are used to. You may ask, “Is there a
way to forecast a food shortage?” Yes there is, despite the bounty we’ve all
have gotten used to. Remember, to assume, makes an ass out of u and me.
But what would you do if ‘no amount of money’ will adequately stock your
cupboard? Or at the very least, instead of spending 10% on food, you are forced
to shell out 75%? There is a no win scenario lurking around the corner and
there is historical evidence to back that statement up.
“The Bread Basket of the World” may soon become a “Food Desert”. How
can this be?
Do not be caught off-guard. Read about the lessons history can teach us.
Protect what you have.
Be like the thrifty Ant, not the carefree Grasshopper. Don’t be like Nero
and fiddle while Rome burns.
We are offering a simple way to ensure that doesn’t happen. If you read
WARNING SIGNS THAT TRIGGERED THE DEADLIEST FAMINES IN
HISTORY, you will have the opportunity to buy the valuable book, “Rising
Prices – Empty Shelves” a comprehensive manual for surviving in a dog-eatdog world.
And do not forget to ask for the free gifts! But you need to act NOW.

